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Abstract

The emergence of replicases that can replicate themselves is a central issue in the origin of

life. Recent experiments suggest that such replicases can be realized if an RNA polymerase

ribozyme is divided into fragments short enough to be replicable by the ribozyme and if

these fragments self-assemble into a functional ribozyme. However, the continued self-repli-

cation of such replicases requires that the production of every essential fragment be bal-

anced and sustained. Here, we use mathematical modeling to investigate whether and

under what conditions fragmented replicases achieve continued self-replication. We first

show that under a simple batch condition, the replicases fail to display continued self-repli-

cation owing to positive feedback inherent in these replicases. This positive feedback inevi-

tably biases replication toward a subset of fragments, so that the replicases eventually fail to

sustain the production of all essential fragments. We then show that this inherent instability

can be resolved by small rates of random content exchange between loose compartments

(i.e., horizontal transfer). In this case, the balanced production of all fragments is achieved

through negative frequency-dependent selection operating in the population dynamics

of compartments. The horizontal transfer also ensures the presence of all essential frag-

ments in each compartment, sustaining self-replication. Taken together, our results under-

line compartmentalization and horizontal transfer in the origin of the first self-replicating

replicases.

Author summary

How evolution got started is a crucial question in the origin of life. One possibility is that

RNA molecules gained the ability to catalyze self-replication. Researchers recently pro-

posed how this possibility might have been realized: a long RNA catalyst was divided

into short replicable fragments, and these fragments self-assembled into the original long
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catalyst. Ingenious though it is, we expose a hidden flaw in this proposal. An auto-catalytic

system based on fragmented catalysts involves positive feedback, which necessarily biases

replication toward specific fragments and eventually halts the replication of the whole sys-

tem. However, we also propose an effective remedy to this flaw: compartmentalization

and content exchange among compartments generate negative feedback, which tightly

coordinates the replication of different fragments.

Introduction

One of the crucial questions in the origin of life is how molecules acquired the capability of

undergoing open-ended Darwinian evolution [1, 2]. A potential answer is offered by the tem-

plate-directed self-replication of a replicase, a replicase that can replicate itself. To determine

whether such self-replication is demonstrable in RNA, considerable effort has been devoted to

the artificial evolution of RNA polymerase ribozymes [3–10]. A recent milestone in this effort

is the demonstration of ‘riboPCR,’ the exponential amplification of RNA through a PCR-like

mechanism catalyzed entirely by RNA [8]. The glaring issue, however, has been that the repli-

cases synthesized so far have limitations in processivity and fidelity, so that they can replicate

only oligomers much shorter than themselves (or long unstructured cytidine-rich polymers,

which exclude the ribozymes themselves).

As a potential solution to this problem, Mutschler et al. and Horning et al. have recently

proposed the fragmentation and self-assembly of a replicase. According to their proposals,

a replicase is fragmented into multiple sequences that are short enough to be replicable by

the replicase and, moreover, capable of self-assembling into a functional replicase [7, 9]. The

possibility of reconstituting a functional ribozyme from its fragments through self-assembly

has been experimentally demonstrated [7, 9, 10], attesting the chemical plausibility of the

proposals.

However, the exponential amplification of multiple distinct fragments raises a question

about the dynamical stability of the proposed autocatalytic system. The continued replication

of fragmented replicases requires the sustained production of all its essential fragments in

yields proportional to the stoichiometric ratio of the fragments in a replicase [11–13]. How-

ever, each fragment is replicated by the replicase and thus grows exponentially. If some frag-

ments was replicated persistently faster than the others, the former would out-compete the

latter, causing a loss of some essential fragments and hence the cessation of self-replication.

The above consideration led us to examine whether and under what conditions fragmented

replicases achieve continued self-replication. Using mathematical modeling, we discovered

that the fragmented replicases fail to display continued self-replication under a simple batch

condition. Replication is inevitably biased toward a subset of the fragments owing to positive

feedback inherent in the replication cycle of the fragmented replicases, and the loss of fragment

diversity eventually halts self-replication.

To find a way to resolve the above instability, we next examined the role of compartmentali-

zation. Our model assumes a population of protocells (primitive cells; hereinafter referred to

as “cells”), each encapsulating a finite number of fragments and replicases. We found that

compartmentalization, in principle, allows the continued self-replication of the replicases by

the stochastic correction mechanism [14, 15]. This mechanism selects fast-growing cells with a

better combination of the fragments by removing cells that cannot grow or grow only slowly.

We found, however, that there is severe restriction to the number of molecules in a cell and to

the number of cells, for this mechanism to work. Indeed the stochastic correction mechanism
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works only if the number of fragments per cell is not large and if a sufficient number of cells

exists. Furthermore, with this selection, a large number of cells are discarded, and a large num-

ber of fragments is thrown out without producing functional replicases. Hence, we need some

other factors beyond the stochastic correction mechanism in order to realize a robust and

effective replication system.

Finally, we show that horizontal transfer between cells provides an effective mechanism

for the continued replication of the fragmented ribozymes. One may naively expect that

such horizontal transfer impedes the stochastic correction mechanism because by molecule

exchange between cells each compartment is not perfectly separated (however, see [16] for a

contrasting expectation). Therefore, horizontal transfer might be expected to be detrimental

to the continued self-replication of the fragmented replicases. On the contrary, we found

that the horizontal transfer of intermediate frequencies substantially stabilizes the system to

such an extent that the parameter constraints imposed by the stochastic correction mecha-

nism are almost completely removed.

Model

We consider the simplest model of fragmented replicases, in which a catalyst consists of two

fragments. The fragments (denoted by X and Y) self-assemble into the catalyst (denoted by C),

and the catalyst disassembles into the fragments as follows:

X þ Y kf
�! C; C kb

�! X þ Y: ð1Þ

We assume that the catalytst cannot replicate its own copies, but can replicate its fragments

because shorter templates are more amenable to ribozyme-catalyzed replication as mentioned

above. Therefore,

X þ C kx�! 2X þ C; ð2Þ

Y þ C ky
�! 2Y þ C; ð3Þ

where the monomers are ignored under the assumption that their concentrations are buffered

at constant levels, and complementary replication is ignored for simplicity. In the presence of

the catalyst, each fragment replicates at a rate proportional to its copy number. Hence, the

fragments undergo exponential amplification.

Results

Failure of balanced replication of fragments under a batch condition

First, we show that the replication of the fragments X and Y are unstable in a batch condition:

replication is biased toward either of the fragments even if the rate constants for X and Y are

identical, and the minor fragment is gradually diluted out from the system, so that the replica-

tion of the catalysts eventually stops. In this paper, we mainly focus on the situation where the

rate constants are equal (kx = ky = k) because our results remain qualitatively the same as long

as the difference between kx and ky is sufficiently small.

We assume that the reactions undergo in a well-mixed batch condition so that the dynamics

of the concentrations of X, Y, and C (denoted by x, y, and c, respectively) are written as fol-

lows:

dx
dt
¼ ð� kf xyþ kbcþ kxcÞ � xm; ð4Þ
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dy
dt
¼ ð� kf yxþ kbcþ kycÞ � ym; ð5Þ

dc
dt
¼ ðkf xy � kbcÞ � cm; ð6Þ

where μ = k(x + y)c. In the right-hand side of these equations, the first terms in the brackets

represent chemical reactions, and the second terms multiplied by μ represent dilution. The

dilution terms are defined so as to keep the total molecular mass x + y + 2c constant (the dilu-

tion terms could alternatively be defined as μ = −kfxy + kbc + k(x + y)c, in which case the total

concentration x + y + c, rather than the total molecular mass x + y + 2c, would be kept con-

stant; however, results would not essentially change). Within the brackets enclosing the reac-

tion terms, the first and second terms represent forward and backward reactions of (1),

respectively. The third terms, which are present only in Eqs (4) and (5), denote the replication

of X and Y through reactions (2) and (3), respectively.

By introducing variables xtot = x + c and ytot = y + c, one can write

d
dt

xtot
ytot

� �

¼
kc2

y2
tot

xtot � ytotð Þ: ð7Þ

This equation indicates that a steady-state solution satisfies xtot = ytot. This solution is, however,

unstable: a small increase in, say, xtot over ytot gets amplified because kc2=y2
tot is always positive,

and, as a consequence, replication is biased to X. Intuitively, when xtot is slightly greater than

ytot, the amount of free fragments x must also be greater than y because the same amount of X
and Y are incorporated into catalysts. Therefore, the replication of X occurs more frequently

than that of Y because more templates of X are available. As a result, the increase of xtot is

greater than that of ytot. Because of this positive feedback, the concentration of the minor frag-

ment Y gradually decreases as it is diluted out from the system, and, as a consequence, that of

the catalysts C also decreases. Finally, the replication reaction stops once the catalysts are lost

from the system.

The instability of replication under a batch condition can be generally demonstrated for

catalysts composed of an arbitrary number of fragments by straightforwardly extending the

above model (S1 Text).

Compartmentalization can overcome the unstable replication by selecting

out non-growing cells but only under strong constraints on the sizes of cell

volume and population

The introduction of compartments and their competitions can overcome the unstable replica-

tion. When the system is compartmentalized into a number of cells, stochasticity in cell com-

positions, competition for growth and division of cells provide a possible solution to avoid the

loss of fragments: As the cells grow and eventually split into two with fragments distributed

randomly between the daughter cells, cells with both X and Y fragments continue growth,

while cells without either of them cannot grow. By introducing such a stochastic correction

mechanism at the cell level [14], one expects that the instability by the positive feedback at the

molecule level can be resolved. To investigate this, we assume that the fragments and their

assembly to function as a catalyst are partitioned into Ncell cells: the reactions occur in each cell

(Fig 1A). We adopted stochastic simulation using Gillespie algorithm [17] for reactions (1)–

(3). We assume that the volume of each cell is proportional to the number of fragments inside,
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and as the number of fragments increases in a cell, the cell grows. When the total number of

fragments reaches a threshold VDiv, the cell divides with the components randomly partitioned

into two daughter cells. Here, at the division event, one randomly-chosen cell is removed to fix

the total number of cells Ncell. By this cell-cell competition, cells with biased composition of X
and Y are selected out because their growth is slow.

The relevant parameters for controlling the effect of compartmentalization are the divi-

sion threshold VDiv and the number of cells Ncell. Fig 2A shows sets of the parameters with

which the stochastic correction mechanism can avoid the unstable replication, by suppress-

ing the positive feedback and selecting cells keeping both fragments. If VDiv is very small

Fig 1. Schematic of the model. (A) The fragments X, Y, and their catalysts C are encapsulated into Ncell cells, and they undergo the

reactions (1) to (3) to increase their volume. When the volume of a cell exceeds a threshold VDiv, the cell divides and the

components inside are randomly partitioned into two daughter cells. At the same time, one randomly-chosen cell is removed to fix

the total number of cells. (B) With the transfer, the components are transferred among the cells [denoted by blue arrows] with a

transfer constant D through the time-course of the model shown in (A).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007094.g001

Fig 2. Sets of division threshold VDiv and the number of cells Ncell with which the unstable replication of reactions (1)–(3) is avoided by (A)

compartmentalization alone and (B) that with horizontal transfer of the transfer constant D = 0.01. For the sets shown as stable [red circles], the system

can continuously have cells with both fragments in the simulations up to 4 × 105 division events from an initial condition where VDiv/4 copies of each X and Y
are in each cell. For the sets shown as unstable [blue squares], all cells with both fragments are lost from the system and it cannot continue growth. For the sets

located at the boundary of stable and unstable area [shown in red triangles], the outcome depends on simulation runs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007094.g002
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(of the order of 10), the stochasticity of cell components is too strong to maintain both frag-

ments continuously and either of them is lost for all cells. Hence, the system cannot continue

growth. On the other hand, if VDiv is too large, stochasticity in components decreases. In

each cell, the balance of fragments is broken, and the replication is biased to either of X or Y.

Then, components of each cell are dominated by either of free X or Y, and the number of cat-

alysts in dividing cells gradually decreases to one because at least one catalyst is necessary to

replicate fragments (Note that the cells with a single catalyst can divide but cannot grow

because the cells cannot make two of itself). Even when the Ncell cells are separated into the

equal number of X-dominant and Y-dominant cells, the stochastic correction mechanism

does not work because VDiv is too large. Thus, the random drift will finally result in bias to

either of X-dominant or Y-dominant cells. By division events, daughter cells without cata-

lysts randomly replace remaining cells, therefore, the cells with catalysts are finally removed

from the system.

For values of VDiv in-between, some of Ncell cells keep both X and Y, and can continue the

replication. Besides VDiv, the number of cells Ncell is also restricted, to maintain such cells keep-

ing both fragments X and Y. At division events, dividing cells without both fragments ran-

domly replace remaining cells. Hence, when the number of cells Ncell is small, all the cells with

both fragments will be finally removed. As the number of cells Ncell increases, the probability

that all the cells with both fragments are removed decreases. As a result, the range of VDiv with

stable replication increases. Note that the above mechanism is based on the selection of fast-

growing cells, and a number of fragments are thrown out with the removal of cells, although

they are still functional if combined across the cells.

Horizontal transfer of fragments with small rates removes the constraints

of compartments for stable replication

Without the selection in cell population nor the restriction to VDiv, horizontal transfer of frag-

ments between cells rescues the loss of fragments and enables continuous replication by main-

taining the balance between X and Y. If the X-dominant and Y-dominant cells coexist in the

cell population, the transfer between cells avoids loss of fragments for both cells by supplying

fragments to each other because each fragment is in excess for cells on one side but lacking for

cells on the other side.

For the purpose, we consider random mutual transfers of molecules among the Ncell cells

(Fig 1B). To implement the transfer, we consider reactions, X !D 0, Y !D 0, C!D 0 so that the

X, Y and C are removed from a cell, respectively, with rate in proportional to each concentra-

tion, i.e., Dx, Dy, and Dc. This gives diffusion out of the cell. At the same time, the component

is added to another randomly-chosen cell. The results are not sensitive even if the fragments

are partially lost in this process (S2 Text).

With the transfer among cells, the replication of the fragments is stabilized when the trans-

fer constant D is small. In fact, the constraints of VDiv and Ncell are drastically eliminated (Fig

2B). As long as the parameters are not extremely small, the stable replication continues. For

small positive values of D (Fig 3B and 3C), the cell keeps on growing with the coexistence of X
and Y molecules in each cell, even for large VDiv where only X-dominant or Y-dominant cells

remain for D = 0 (Fig 3A). Here, the asymmetry between the fractions of the major and minor

fragments gets smaller as D increases. In addition, two types of cells, X-dominant and Y-domi-

nant cells coexist roughly with equal population (Fig 3B(ii) and 3C(ii)). As D is increased

further (Fig 3D), the system gets unstable and only either of X or Y remains. This is natural,

because for a large D limit, the system is well mixed, and the system is reduced back to the case

without compartmentalization. The above result remains valid even if kx 6¼ ky. In this case, the

Horizontal transfer between compartments stabilizes replication of fragmented ribozymes
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number ratio between X-dominant cells and Y-dominant cells changes to compensate for the

difference between kx and ky (S3 Text).

Bifurcation explains the stable replication with small rates of horizontal

transfer in two subsystems as an approximation of cell population

To answer why the small rates of transfer stabilizes the system, we approximate the dynamics

of the population of cells by considering the dynamics of two subsystems between which the

fragments are transferred. We assume an equal population of X-dominant and Y-dominant

cells as two subsystems of an equal volume, denoted as subsystem 1 and 2, respectively. We

write the total concentration of X (the total of free Xs and Cs) of each subsystem as x1
tot and

x2
tot, and the total of Y as y1

tot and y2
tot. Likewise, the concentration of free X, free Y, and C are

denoted as xi, yi, and ci, respectively.

In each of the subsystem i (i = 1, 2), the dynamics of the reactions is written as Eqs (4) to

(6). Then, the time-derivative of the variable xitot ¼ xi þ ci is obtained by adding both sides of

Eqs (4) and (6) as,

dxitot
dt
¼

dðxi þ ciÞ
dt

¼ kxici � ðxi þ ciÞmi;

¼ kðxitot � ciÞci � xitotmi;

ð8Þ

where we assume kx = ky = k. Likewise, the time-derivative of yitot is obtained by adding both

Fig 3. (i) The number of fragments Xtot and Ytot of dividing cells and (ii) the number of X-dominant and Y-dominant cells at corresponding time

for the transfer constants (A) D = 0 (B) D = 0.001 (C) D = 0.01 and (D) D = 0.02. Initially, the numbers of Xtot and Ytot are approximately equal and,

as time goes on, cells are differentiated into either of X-dominant or Y-dominant compositions. For D = 0 (A), the system is unstable: only X-dominant

cells (for this run) dominate (ii) and finally, cells cannot continue growth. For D = 0.001 (B) and 0.01 (C), the system is stable; X and Y fragments

coexist in each cell with unequal population (i). Here, the asymmetry between the major and minor fragments gets smaller as D increases. In addition,

the two types of cells, X-dominant and Y-dominant cells coexist with the equal population (ii). As D increases further [D = 0.02 (D)], the system gets

unstable and only either of X or Y remains (ii). The parameters are VDiv = 1000, Ncell = 100, kf = kb = 1, and kx = ky = 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007094.g003
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sides of Eqs (5) and (6) as

dyitot
dt
¼

dðyi þ ciÞ
dt

¼ kyici � ðyi þ ciÞmi;

¼ kðyitot � ciÞci � yitotmi:

ð9Þ

The dilution rate μi is defined as

mi ¼ kðxi þ yiÞci ¼ kxici þ kyici ¼ kðxitot � ciÞci þ kðyitot � ciÞci ¼ kð1 � 2ciÞci;

so that the total concentration xitot þ yitot is kept at one. The above definition of μi is obtained

by setting the sum of the right-hand-sides of Eqs (8) and (9) to zero and xitot þ yitot to one. This

dilution corresponds to the decrease of concentrations due to the volume growth of a subsys-

tem. In this section, we assume that the volumes of the two subsystems are kept identical to

each other, ignoring the dynamics of the volumes (in the next section, we relax this assumption

and investigate a mechanism that maintains the balance of the volumes).

In addition to the reactions, the components are transfered between the subsystems. Thus,

the changes of xitot are written as

_x1

tot ¼
dx1

tot

dt
¼ F1 �

D
2
x1

tot þ
D
2
x2

tot; ð10Þ

_x2

tot ¼
dx2

tot

dt
¼ F2 �

D
2
x2

tot þ
D
2
x1

tot: ð11Þ

where Fi ¼ kðxitot � ciÞci � xitotmi denote the right-hand-side of Eq (8). The second and third

terms in Eqs (10) and (11) denote average out- and in-flow of the components X by the trans-

fer, respectively. These average flows are estimated as follows: the amount of the fragment X
diffusing out from the subsystem 1 is Dx1

tot , but half of them is returned to the subsystem itself

because, in our simulation, the population of cells is divided into X-dominant and Y-dominant

cells with the equal population of Ncell/2 and each fragment diffusing out from a cell is ran-

domly re-distributed into one of the cells, i.e., half of the fragments are distributed into X-

dominant cells. Thus, the effective amount of fragments transferred from subsystem 1 to sub-

system 2 is Dx1
tot=2. In the same manner, the effective amount of the fragment X for subsystem

1 transferred from subsystem 2 is Dx2
tot=2. The diffusion terms for Y are obtained in the same

manner.

The fixed-point solutions of Eqs (10) and (11) are analytically obtained for kf = kb by the fol-

lowing approximations. We first assume that the dynamics of reaction (1) is much faster than

those of reactions (2) and (3), and transfers. Under this assumption, the condition kfxiyi = kbci

holds. For kf = kb, the condition is re-written in terms of xitot and yitot as ðxitot � ciÞðyitot � ciÞ ¼ ci.
Thus, the concentration of ci is obtained as ci ¼ 1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � xitotyitot

p
. Moreover, because xitot and

yitot are highly asymmetric, i.e., xitoty
i
tot � 1, as predicted by Eq (7) and confirmed in Fig 3B and

3C, we approximate ci as follows: ci ¼ 1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � xitotyitot

p
� xitoty

i
tot=2. By substituting the expres-

sion for ci into Eqs (10) and (11), and solving them in a steady-state condition, dxitot=dt ¼ 0,

the stable fixed point is obtained as

x1
tot ¼

1

2
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 � 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2D=k

pq� �

; ð12Þ
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and

x2
tot ¼

1

2
1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 � 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2D=k

pq� �

: ð13Þ

Here, we assume the dominant fragment of subsystem 1 is X and that of subsystem 2 is Y:

x1
tot > 1=2 and x2

tot < 1=2. Further, only the ratio of the transfer constant D to the replication

rate k matters so that we assume k = 1 without loss of generality. Eq (13) is compared with the

results of stochastic simulations in Fig 4. For large transfer constants D, Eq (13) agrees well

with the simulations, attesting the validity of the approximations involved in Eq (13). For small

transfer constants, however, Eq (13) underestimates the total concentration of the minor frag-

ment x2
tot in the simulations. This underestimation is due to the fact that in the simulations,

cells must possess at least one catalyst molecule to divide; that is, x2
tot cannot decrease below 1/

VDiv. The presence of such a critical value for x2
tot cannot be predicted by Eq (13), which is con-

tinuous, hence the underestimation.

To study further the stability of the solution, we plot the flow [a direction of the vector

( _x1
tot; _x2

tot)] of Eq (10) in Fig 5. The steady-state solutions satisfy both _x1
tot ¼ 0 and _x2

tot ¼ 0,

therefore, they are represented as the crossing points of two nullclines [set of ðx1
tot; x

2
totÞ satisfy-

ing _x1
tot ¼ 0 or _x2

tot ¼ 0, indicated by blue and orange curves (see left-top panel)]. For D = 0

(Fig 5A), a solution exists at ðx1
tot; x

2
totÞ ¼ ð1=2; 1=2Þ (indicated by the light-blue square). How-

ever, it is unstable because the flows (arrows) point outward from the solution. Then, the sys-

tem moves away from the solution by any tiny perturbation. The flows point toward each

Fig 4. The concentrations of minor fragments x and xtot at division events for Y-dominant cells as a function of D.

Free [red] and Total [green] indicate x and xtot, respectively. For the free fragments [x], the results of simulations [red

curves with points for VDiv = 103 and 104] agree well with the solution x2 ¼ x2
tot � c2 from Eq (13) [red curve]. For the

total fragments [xtot], the simulations [green curves with points for VDiv = 103 and 104] agree with the solution x2
tot of

Eq (13) [green curve] for larger D, but shift to larger values for smaller D. This is because cells must possess at least one

catalyst to divide, therefore, the total fragments including c shift to larger values as it approaches the minimum

requirement. Note that x2
tot < 1=2, and the concentration of major fragments is obtained by x1

tot ¼ 1 � x2
tot . For

reference, the values of xtot = 1/VDiv at which the number of c is equal to one for VDiv = 103 and 104 are shown by

horizontal dotted lines, respectively. The other parameters are Ncell = 100, kf = kb = 1, and kx = ky = k = 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007094.g004
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corner of the plane (indicated by the red triangles), where either of X or Y is lost and cells can-

not grow. For small positive values of D (Fig 5B to 5D), stable fixed points (shown in red cir-

cles) appear to which the flows are directed from all directions, in addition to unstable fixed

points (shown in blue squares) and the trivial solutions ðx1
tot; x

2
totÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ; ð1; 1Þ (shown in red

triangles). Note that there exist two stable fixed points (red circles) for each D (Fig 5B to 5D),

and the solution in Eq (12) corresponds to the right-bottom one.

As D increases, a bifurcation occurs at D = 0.02 (Fig 5E) so that the stable fixed points for

D� 0.02 turn to be unstable (green stars). To understand this bifurcation, we consider eigen-

vectors v1, v2 of Jacobian matrix of Eq (10) for the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2. At the stable fixed

points, they are obtained as v1 = (1, 1) and v2 = (1, −1) (see left-top panel in Fig 5). The direc-

tion of v1 determines the asymmetry between X and Y in both subsystems. By moving along

the v1-direction of the plane, the amount of x1
tot þ x2

tot either increases or decreases while y1
tot þ

y2
tot ¼ 2 � ðx1

tot þ x2
totÞ decreases or increases, respectively. On the other hand, the direction of

v2 corresponds to the asymmetry between subsystems 1 and 2 for the fragments of X. By mov-

ing along the v2-direction of the plane, the amount of x1
tot increases or decreases while x2

tot

decreases or increases, respectively. The corresponding eigenvalues for v1 and v2 are calculated

as l1 ¼ 5D �
ffiffiffiffi
2D
p

2
and l2 ¼ 4D �

ffiffiffiffi
2D
p

2
, respectively. As D increases, a bifurcation occurs first in

v1-direction at D� = 0.02 which is obtained from 5D� �
ffiffiffiffiffi
2D�
p

2
¼ 0. In fact, the flows (arrows) at

the fixed point (green stars) are in the parallel direction of v2, and point outward in the v1-

Fig 5. Flow diagram of Eq (10). As schematically indicated in the left-top panel, the nullclines are shown for _x1
tot ¼ 0 and _x2

tot ¼ 0 in blue and orange,

respectively, and the crossing points of them are solutions. The directions of v1 = (1, 1) and v2 = (1, −1) are also indicated. For the solutions, stable fixed points

are shown in red: those with stable growth [i.e., both fragments are in each subsystem] are in red circles, and those without growth [either of fragments is lost

from subsystems or whole systems] are in red triangles. Unstable solutions are in light-blue squares, and neutral solutions in the v1-direction are in green stars at

D = 0.02 (E). For D = 0 (A), the solution exists at ðx1
tot; x2

totÞ ¼ ð1=2; 1=2Þ but it is unstable. For small values of D (B to D), the stable fixed points with growth [red

circles] appear in addition to fixed points without growth. At D = 0.02 (E), the fixed points with growth get unstable [shown in green stars] in v1-directions. As

D increases further (F), the two fixed points are still stable in v2-directions, while the solution at ðx1
tot; x2

totÞ ¼ ð1=2; 1=2Þ is unstable in the direction. At

D = 0.03125 (G), the system transits from the three fixed points to one fixed point.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007094.g005
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directions as D is increased further. This corresponds to the case in which the symmetry

between X and Y breaks and only either of X and Y remains in both systems. The estimated

value of D� agrees with the results of our simulation (Fig 3). In the two subsystems, the bifurca-

tion also occurs in v2-direction at D+ = 0.03125, as obtained from 4Dþ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dþ
p

2
¼ 0, corre-

sponding to the symmetry between subsystems 1 and 2. At the bifurcation point, the three

fixed points (one unstable and two stable points in v2-directions; shown all in light-blue

squares) merge to one fixed point (Fig 5G).

The behavior of the bifurcations can be understood as follows. The system has two kinds of

symmetry, one between fragments X and Y, and one between subsystems 1 and 2. For the sta-

ble replication, the symmetry between X and Y should be maintained because both fragments

are essential. On the other hand, the symmetry between subsystems 1 and 2 should be broken

because each fragment should be in excess for one subsystem, but lacking for the other subsys-

tem. The two subsystems ‘help’ each other by the transfer of molecules. The former symmetry

is maintained for 0� D< D� and breaks for D> D�. On the other hand, the latter symmetry

is broken in the range 0� D< D+. To meet the two conditions for the stable replication, the

values of D are restricted as 0< D< D� = 0.02 because D� < D+ (D = 0 is eliminated by the

condition each subsystem should contain both fragments).

Frequency-dependent selection: Why the balance of fragments is achieved

at the cell population

In the previous section, we confirmed the stable replication by small rates of horizontal trans-

fer, by assuming that the populations of two cell types are equal. Here, we show that the state

of an equal volume, i.e. an equal population of X− and Y−dominant cells, is stable and selected

as a result of a frequency-dependent selection. To analytically investigate the stability of the

state, we consider the volume fractions of the subsystems 1 and 2 are slightly different from

1/2, to be replaced by 1/2 + � and 1/2 − �, respectively, with � as a small number. Then the

dynamics Eqs (10) and (11) are

dx1
tot

dt
¼ F1 � D

1

2
þ �

� �

x1

tot þ D
1

2
� �

� �

x2

tot; ð14Þ

dx2
tot

dt
¼ F2 � D

1

2
� �

� �

x2

tot þ D
1

2
þ �

� �

x1

tot; ð15Þ

where the replication and the dilution terms due to the volume growth are written as

Fi ¼ � xi2totð1 � xitotÞ
2
ð1 � 2xitotÞ=4 by substituting the approximation ci ¼ xitoty

i
tot=2.

Below, we show that the growth rate of the minor subsystem 2 with the fraction 1/2 − � (for

� > 0) increases and the major subsystem 1 decreases, causing the fraction of the two subsys-

tems to go back to equal. First, we write the concentrations of X at the steady state as x1
tot ¼

x� þ d1 and x2
tot ¼ 1 � x� þ d2 where x� ¼ 1

2
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2D
pp� �

is the solution for � = 0 (Eq

(12)), and δ1 and δ2 are deviations caused by the introduction of �, respectively, for x1
tot and x2

tot.

Then, from the steady state condition of Eqs (14) and (15), one gets d1 ¼ d2 ¼
ffiffiffi
D
p

�ffiffi
2
p

=2� 4
ffiffiffi
D
p . The

growth rates μi (i = 1, 2) are given by ðxitot � ciÞci þ ðyitot � ciÞci so that

m1 ¼ m
� � gðDÞ�; ð16Þ

m2 ¼ m
� þ gðDÞ�; ð17Þ
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where m� ¼
f1� x�ð1� x�Þgx�ð1� x�Þ

2
is the growth rate at � = 0, and gðDÞ ¼ 1� 2

ffiffi
2
p

D
ffiffi
2
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� 4
ffiffiffiffi
2D
pp

ffiffiffiffi
D
p

> 0. Eqs

(16) and (17) show that the growth rate of subsystem 1 decreases with �, whereas that of sub-

system 2 increases with �.

When � > 0, i.e., the volume of subsystem 1 exceeds that of 2, the concentrations of X in

both subsystems 1 and 2 increase (δ1 = δ2 > 0). For the subsystem 1, the fragment X is majority

(x1
tot ¼ x� > 1=2), therefore, the asymmetry between X and Y is enhanced by the increase of X.

On the other hand, the fragment X is the minority in subsystem 2, and the composition of X
and Y gets close to be symmetric by δ2. Because the growth rate is maximized when the con-

centrations of X and Y are equal, the growth rate of subsystem 1 decreases, while that of sub-

system 2 increases by the factor γ(D)> 0 (see Eqs (16) and (17)). Consequently, the volume

ratio of the two subsystems eventually goes back to equal.

The above analysis indicates that the frequency-dependent selection operates if D> 0.

However, in our simulations, the replication is unstable for small values of D. This discrepancy

is due to the fact that discreteness in the number of molecules is taken into account in the sim-

ulations (S4 Text).

Discussions

In summary, we have shown that the self-replication of fragmented replicases is unstable

under a simple batch condition. Replication is biased towards a subset of the fragments and

eventually stops due to the lack of an essential fragment. Although the stochastic correction

mechanism induced by compartmentalization helps, substantial variations in the cell popula-

tion are required to overcome the biased replication. This sufficient degree of variations postu-

lates that the number of molecules VDiv in a cell should not be large, whereas a sufficient

number of cells Ncell is needed. Hence, the stochastic correction mechanism imposes severe

restrictions on the number of molecules per cell and the population size of cells. Then, we have

shown that the horizontal transfer of intermediate frequencies provides a remedy: it gives an

effective and favorable solution to the instability of the fragmented replicases. The horizontal

transfer allows for the exchange of molecules between the two types of biased (X-dominant

and Y-dominant) cells. Hence, this horizontal transfer relaxes the instability. Without resort-

ing to stochastic variations, the two types of cells coexist by frequency-dependent selection.

Hence, the restriction to VDiv and to Ncell is drastically reduced. The mechanism of the hori-

zontal transfer is explained by bifurcation and frequency-dependent selection of the two deter-

ministic subsystems. The advantage of horizontal transfer is thus demonstrated.

The relevance of horizontal transfer to a rapid spread of beneficial molecules has been dis-

cussed [18]. Here, it is importance that the horizontal transfer leads to stabilization of the repli-

cation system by sustaining each fragment, and frequency-dependent selection of two types of

the cells.

Recent experimental studies have been challenged to use self-assembling fragmented ribo-

zymes to synthesize each of the component fragments to achieve the RNA-catalyzed exponen-

tial amplification of the ribozyme itself [9]. The self-assembly of functional RNA polymerase

ribozymes from short RNA oligomers has been demonstrated by driving entropically disfa-

vored reactions under iterated freeze-thaw cycles [7]. Our theoretical results predict that these

approaches for (re-)constructing RNA-based evolving systems have the serious issue: the repli-

cation of fragments is inevitably biased, so that it eventually fails to produce the copies of the

ribozymes. Simultaneously, our study proposes a solution for this issue: the random exchange

of fragments between loose compartments at intermediate frequencies.

Recent experiments also suggest that the random exchange of contents between compart-

ments is plausible. The freeze-thaw cycles, which enhance the assembly of fragments [7],
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induce content exchange between giant unilamellar vesicles through diffusion [19]. Also,

transient compartmentalization, which involves the occasional complete mixing of contents

between compartments, is considered to be relevant to maintain functional replicators [20–

24]. Taken together, it therefore seems natural to assume that compartmentalization is imper-

fect enough to allow the random exchange of fragments between compartments at the primi-

tive stages of life.

Instead of diffusion, the mechanism of fusion and fission of vesicles is also pointed out

to exchange the contents [25]. Under an appropriate rate of fusion and fission, the direct

exchange of contents may avoid the system to quickly enter the regime of a well-mixed state of

the whole cell population. In this case, however, there would not be a clear distinction between

X-dominant and Y-dominant cells as in the present study, because the contents of the two cells

are mixed completely by each event of the fusion and fission. Then, it is not obvious if the fre-

quency-dependent selection between X-dominant and Y-dominant cells can work. Detailed

investigations are needed in the future to answer whether the stabilization by the fusion and

fission mechanism is as robust as that of the present horizontal transfer by diffusion.

The model of fragmented replicases investigated above can be conceptually compared to

the hypercycle [26], a model proposed to solve error catastrophes: Both models posit that mul-

tiple distinct sequences are integrated into an auto-catalytic system, which as a whole main-

tains a greater amount of information than possible by a single sequence. However, the two

models sharply differ in dynamical aspects. In the fragmented replicases, the dynamics

involves the positive feedback, which biases replication toward a subset of the fragments. In

the hypercycle, the dynamics involves negative feedback, which balances the replication of dis-

tinct sequences on a long timescale, but also causes oscillatory instability on a short timescale.

Given these comparisons, horizontal transfer as studied here will be also relevant to hyper-

cycles. In addition, hypercycles entail evolutionary instability due to parasites [27]. It would be

interesting to study the effect of parasites on the fragmented ribozymes in the future.

While our study agrees with previous studies on the importance of compartmentalization

for the maintenance of replicator diversity [14, 16, 28–31], it demonstrates a novel possibility

that horizontal transfer induces negative-frequency dependent selection among replicators, a

mode of selection that is known to maintain diversity in various biological systems [32]. The

mechanism by which negative-frequency dependent selection arises in our model requires

three elements: horizontal transfer of replicators; selection for greater replicator diversity

among compartments; and positive feedback (i.e., positive-frequency dependent selection)

within compartments. It remains to be investigated how generalizable the mechanism investi-

gated here is for the maintenance of replicator diversity in prebiotic systems.
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